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When Nepal started its planned economic development in BS, with the launching of 1st 5 year plan. Industries
have an important role to play in accelerating the rate of economic development. A summary is a brief
narration of the entire report including the major findings. The first letter of each word except to the
preposition and article in sub-divisions should be in capital. Ensure that you have followed the format and
style prescribed by the Faculty of Management, Tribhuvan University. It gives him a clear understanding of
the background, scope, and purpose of the study. During the preparation of report data have to analyzed,
interpreted by own self. The better you organize, and arrange the data, the better the data will be revealing.
The chapter headings should be typed in capital letters. New Zealand and Danish has provided financial
assistance to install the processing plants. So, the investment in these PEs has been increased rapidly Almost
PEs are not able to generate the revenue for their daily expenses and they are operated by the government
subsidy. Up to now the bank has attempted 5 annual general meeting. U registration number of the student c
Name of the campus d The place and date of the report All the items of the title page should be centered
between the margins of the page. These lists of tables and figures occupy separate pages. It should contain a
brief statement of the purpose, scope and the organization of the report. This project work report has not been
submitted to any other university or institution for the award of any degree or diploma. I also wish to express
my thanks to MrBigyanRana of Kumari Bank Limited for his support and full co-operation in providing
information that was required for the study. You should also review your work to identify any errors in
grammar, spelling, punctuation, sentence structure etc. The raw data need to be processed and tabulated first.
As you have to meet the time schedule, it is always better for you to plan your time accordingly. You may
begin with the introduction and proceed through to the conclusion. They should know the probability
generation of factory in order to demand the extra labour change. Then, rewrite where necessary. Trying to
write to perfection in one step would be a mistake for the beginners. The fundamental problem of the industry
is the protection and crating environment for smoothly running in future. Then, people started to keep animal
for commercial use and sell the milk in the urban areas.


